Beyond Standard Model theories describing the electro-weak sector must exhibit a large separation of scales (or "walking") to account for a light, 125 GeV Higgs boson and the fact that so far no other resonances have been observed. Large separation of scales arises naturally and in a tunable manner in mass-split models that are built on a conformal fixed point in the ultraviolet. Splitting the fermion masses into "light" (massless) and "heavy" flavors, the system shows conformal behavior in the ultraviolet but is chirally broken in the infrared. Due to the presence of a conformal fixed point, such chirally broken systems show hyperscaling and have a highly constrained resonance spectrum that is significantly different from the QCD spectrum. We highlight most characteristic features presenting numerical data obtained from dynamical simulations of an SU(3) gauge theory with four light and eight heavy flavors. In addition, we give an outlook on ongoing work simulating an SU(3) gauge theory with four light and six heavy flavors using a set-up well suited to explore e.g. mass-generation of Standard Model fermions via four-fermion interactions or partial compositeness.
Introduction
With the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [1, 2] , all elementary particles of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics have been confirmed experimentally. So far, however, we have not gained further insight into the nature of the Higgs boson or the origin of electro-weak symmetry breaking. Experimentally it is confirmed that the discovered Higgs boson is a scalar particle with mass 125 GeV [3] but up to the range of a few TeV, no other new resonances or particles have been observed so far.
Hence we cannot say whether the discovered Higgs boson is indeed the elementary boson predicted by the SM or whether it is, e.g., of composite nature. Likewise we do not know whether new physics below the Planck-scale exists or how it looks like. Theoretically, an elementary Higgs boson would pose the challenge to UV complete the SM and issues of fine-tuning arise which can be addressed e.g. in super-symmetric theories or theories describing the Higgs boson as composite particle.
Here we focus on exploring a class of composite Higgs models which are constructed to exhibit a large separation of scales. A large separation of scales is needed to account for the fact that a light 125 GeV Higgs boson but no other (heavier) resonances have been observed experimentally. Such other, heavier resonances are a prediction of all composite Higgs models and, given large enough energies, these resonances should be seen in collider experiments.
Schematically [4] , we want to start from the Lagrangian describing the SM without Higgs boson, L SM 0 , and add a new sector with strong dynamics, L SD , as well as a term containing the interactions between SM and new strong sector, L int . With this effective ansatz, we aim to describe the physics of the SM including the Higgs boson as well as other states originating from the new strong sector and its interactions with the SM (
The new strong sector triggers electro-weak symmetry breaking and could give rise to a light Higgs boson. SM fermions acquire mass e.g. through four-fermion interactions or partial compositeness. As stated above, this is an effective ansatz and a theory at some higher energy scale, L U V , is required to explain the origin of the new strong sector and how its fermions acquire mass. In the following we will solely investigate a class of models to describe L SD and exhibit a large separation of scales. Since we assume this new sector features strong dynamics with nonperturbative properties similar to quantum chromodynamcis (QCD), we explore properties of L SD by carrying out nonperturbative lattice field theory simulations focusing in particular at mass-split models.
chirally broken Higgs dynamics Figure 1 : Sketch motivating the idea of mass-split systems. In our case the chirally broken system is given by an SU(3) gauge theory with four light (massless) flavors and we add eight (six) heavy flavors such that our system feels the attraction of the conformal IRFP of degenerate 12 (10) flavors.
2 Mass-split models as candidates for L SD Promising candidates for L SD are chirally broken in the IR but conformal in the UV [5] [6] [7] [8] . Mass-split models exhibit this feature: Starting from a conformal many flavor system in the UV (e.g. SU(3) gauge with 10 or 12 flavors), we allow some masses to decouple in the IR and arrive at a chirally broken few flavor system. Such mass-split models are non QCD-like. While they are strongly coupled and chirally broken, dimensionless ratios of hadronic observables show conformal hyperscaling i.e. the conformal IR fixed point (FP) governs dynamics in the UV.
In consequence, the behavior of such mass-split systems differs significantly from our experience in QCD and the role of the gauge coupling g or the light and heavy flavor masses, m and m h changes:
• Physical quantities depend only on the ratio m /m h • The gauge coupling is irrelevant; it takes the value at the IRFP • For m → 0, only m h is relevant and effectively sets the scale Mass-split models feature two scenarios how the Higgs boson can emerge. First, the Higgs can be a dilaton-like particle i.e. a light pseudoscalar 0 ++ state which emerges from the conformal FP. For this scenario, a system with two massless flavors in the IR is ideal because that gives rise exactly to three Goldstone bosons required to give mass to the longitudinal components of the W ± and Z 0 bosons of the weak interaction. The scale of the new strong interaction is set by the pseudoscalar decay constant of the new strong sector, F π , which has to match the SM vev of about 246 GeV. Secondly, the Higgs can arise as pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] similar to pions in QCD. This scenario favors four massless flavors in the IR and the Higgs acquires its mass from its interaction. The vacuum alignment is non-trivial with the vacuum alignment angle χ entering the relation to set the scale
In the following we will present results for mass-split models with four light and eight or six heavy flavors demonstrating the general properties outlined above. 3 Results from nonperturbative simulations
Mass-split model with four light and eight heavy flavors
We simulate the system with four light and eight heavy flavors using Wilson's plaquette gauge action combined with a negative adjoint term and nHYP smeared staggered fermions [12] .
‡ Ensembles are generated at two values of the bare coupling β and five different values of the heavy flavor mass am h using up to six different values for the light flavor mass am [15] [16] [17] [18] . In Fig. 2 we show part of the spectrum for states made up only from light quarks. Shown are the pseudoscalar (π), iso-singlet scalar (0 ++ ), vector (ρ), scalar (a 0 ), axial (a 1 ), and nucleon (n) in units of the pseudoscalar decay constant F π vs. the ratio of the light and heavy flavor masses, m /m h . We would like to stress that only dimensionless quantities are shown avoiding any issue of scale setting.
Due to the contribution of (quark-line) disconnected diagrams, the calculation of the iso-singlet scalar is significantly more challenging and the obtained results have larger statistical uncertainties. Within the obtained precision, the 0 ++ is however degenerate with the pions and therefore seems to be quite different compared to the σ particle (or f 0 (500)) in the QCD spectrum. As claimed in the previous section, these dimensionless ratios in units of F π are independent of m h and β. This is more easily seen in Fig. 3 where we combine results for all ensembles in one plot and show the light-light as well as the heavy-heavy pseudoscalar, vector and axial states vs. m /m h . The different colors/symbols denote different β or m h values; however only a unique curve as function of m /m h is traced out for each observable. For m /m h → 1 the states approach the value corresponding to degenerate 12 flavors, whereas for ‡ Simulations are carried out using the FUEL code package [13, 14] . m /m h → 0 the fundamental differences to QCD become apparent. Quarkonia in QCD are proportional to the valence quark mass, whereas in the 4+8 model also the heavy-heavy states are independent of m h . To demonstrate that mass-split system not only exhibit hyperscaling but are also chirally broken, we show in Fig. 4 
Mass-split model with four light and six heavy flavors
As second example for a mass-split system we present preliminary results obtained as part of the Lattice Strong Dynamics Collaboration (https://lsd.yale.edu/) for an SU(3) gauge system with four light and six heavy flavors. This system is simulated using the tree-level improved Symanzik gauge action with stout-smeared Möbius domain-wall fermions [25] .
§ Domain-wall fermions feature continuum-like chiral symmetries which simplify calculations and also avoids issues of staggered fermions § Simulations are carried out using the IroIro++ [26] and Grid [27, 28] code packages. (e.g. rooting, symmetry breaking [29] ). Reducing the number of heavy flavors from eight to six is motivated to investigate a system closer to the onset of the conformal window. If the system with ten degenerate flavors is indeed conformal, the anomalous dimension would be larger compared to a system with twelve flavors. Currently, numerical studies on the nature of N f = 10 are not conclusive but still ongoing [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, observing signs of hyperscaling in mass-split simulations would be a strong indication for N f = 10 to be IR conformal.
In Fig. 5 we show our preliminary results for pseudoscalar, vector, and axial states. Since needed renormalization factors are still to be computed, we present the spectrum in units of the heavy-heavy vector mass vs. m / m h . At this early stage of the project, we have not yet obtained full control over systematic effects and also statistical uncertainties are large. We therefore only show error bands to indicate the values of the ratios but do see signs of hyperscaling emerging for the data sets featuring three different heavy quark masses. These results also indicate that we have successfully identified the parameter range of interest and are ready for more detailed investigations.
The set of ensembles is still in production and will become the basis for future investigations also targeting other quantities of pheonomenological interest like the Higgs potential, the S-parameter, scattering processes, or to be used for investigating partial compositeness and four-fermion interactions.
Summary
Using numerical, nonperturbative simulations we demonstrate that mass-split models in the basin of attraction of an IRFP exhibit unique properties which are rather different from QCD-like systems. By construction, these models exhibit a large scale separation and due to inheriting hyperscaling they are also highly predictive. Hence they are viable candidates for a new strong sector introduced with the aim to explain the origin of electro-weak symmetry breaking and the Higgs boson as composite particle.
Numerically we find that the iso-singlet scalar (0 ++ ) is light and degenerate with the pseudoscalar (pion). In order to better understand mass-split models, to better explore their properties, and calculate phenomenologically testable observables, we have together with the Lattice Strong Dynamics collaboration started to explore a system with four light and six heavy flavors using conceptually clean domain-wall fermions which will simplify further studies in the future.
